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This work presents a simple proof of the Littlewood-Richardson rule on multiplying Schur 
functions using nonintersecting paths and a characterization of Schur functions by this rule. 
1. Introduction 
Since the work [ll] of MacMahon was published, many papers on com- 
binatorial structure in symmetric groups followed, among them, [l-4, 7, 9, 12, 
141 and [17-211. The algorithmic structure of the expansion of the product of 
several Schur functions was discussed in 1934 in the paper [9] of Littlewood and 
Richardson. The algorithm that appeared in this paper is called the Littlewood- 
Richardson rule. A good deal of effort has gone into validating this algorithm. 
The first attempt was by Robinson [12], but his proof was not satisfactory as is 
shown in MacDonald [lo], p. 73 and Remmel-Whitney [14], p. 485. By applying 
the Robinson-Schensted-Knuth algorithm, White [21], Hillman-Grassel [6], 
Thomas [19] and Remmel-Whitney [14] recently gave some proofs of this rule. 
The Littlewood-Richardson rule in [9] for multiplying Schur functions S,(X) 
and S,(X) states that 
&(-w&) = c C$S”(4, (1) 
I~l=IAl+lPl 
where 
C &, = number of tableaux of shape v/n such that the word 
is a lattice permutation and the weight is p. (2) 
Since the Schur function &(x) is determined only by the shape A of the Young 
tableau, and each Young tableau uniquely corresponds to a line of stones by Sato 
[15, 161, in this paper the Schur function is treated as a line of stones. Then, the 
rules (1) and (2) of the multiplying Schur functions give a random walk of the 
stones as nonintersecting paths (as for this definition, see [5] and as for the recent 
works, see [4] and [S]). Thus, the Schur function is grasped as an operator to 
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Fig. 1. 
bring about a motion of the stones. As a result, the Jacobi-Trudy identity of the 
Schur function (cf. [lo] p. 25) is shown. 
2. Nonintersecting paths in the construction of Young tableaux 
In this section, we discuss the correspondence between Young tableaux and 
arrangements of stones on the integer line (cf. [15] and [16]). In addition, we give 
a graph representation of the motion of these stones as nonintersecting paths. 
We arrange all Young tableaux on the left corner in the product quarter space 
Z+ x Z_ demonstrated in Fig. 1. Then the correspondence between Young 
’ tableaux and the arrangements of stones is given as follows (see Fig. 2); 
(1) For the empty Young tableau, the corresponding line of stones is 
constructed by placing stones on all negative integers in the line, 
(2) For the Young tableau with shape (A,, 0, . . . , 0, . . .), the corresponding 
line of stones is constructed by moving up the stone on -1 of case (1) to 
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Fig. 3. 
(3) For the Young tableau with shape (A,, &, 0, . . . , 0, . . .), the correspond- 
ing line of stones is constructed by moving up the stone on -2 of case (2) 
to the position A2 - 2. 
Thus, proceeding in this manner, we obtain the lines of stones in the Young 
tableau with general shape (A,, &, . . . , 0, . . . , 0, . . .); 
(4) The stones on the line are placed on the positions denoted by integers 
{A, - 1, il, - 2, . . . , A, -n, -n - 1, -n - 2, . . .}. 
To represent the line of stones in the general case (4), we use the notation (A( 
for J, =(A,, . . ., A,,O, . . ..O. . ..). 
We now define the raising operator [y,], ,u~ E 2, on the space of the line of 
stones {(;II;n=(A,, . . ..A.,O,...), A,2A,S-*-ZA,>O}. 
Move each stone in the state (Al up from the lower part of the line of stones 
such that no stone displaces any stone above it and the total sum of the 
movements is equal to pO. The movements are denoted by the raising operator 
[,u,J and the generated states are denoted by (A( [y”]. The application of the 
raising operators [PI], . . . , [pm], in order, leaves tracks which give a set of 
nonintersecting paths with m steps in the direction of the right (See Fig. 3). We 
denote the set of nonintersecting paths by (;I/ [cl,], . . . , [,u,,J. 
3. Nonintersecting path as words 
In this section, we discuss the connection between words and nonintersecting 
paths, and we give a transformation rule for paths that preserves the property of 
nonintersection. 
Let L be a nonintersecting path in the set (Al [pl] . . * [p,]. We denote the 
steps in L generated by the operator [,u~] by the integer k. Let us arrange these 
integers in order from the right hand side of the topmost path in L. The sequence 
of these integers is called the word w(L) of L. An example is given in Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 4. 
We assume the positive integers pl, . . . , pm associated with the raising 
operators [PA . . . , [bl are in the decreasing order, pi 3 p2 2 . * .Z ,u,,,. 
Let us define the index Zij(L) of the word u(L) with respect to i and j. Let 
o(L,J denote the subword in o(L) generated by the first k steps. Then the index 
Zij(L,) is defined as follows: 
Zi,(L,) = {the number of occurrences of the letter i in the word w(Lk)} 
- {the number of occurrences of the letter j in the word w(L,J}. 
Let the index Z,(L) with respect to i and j be the minimum of Zij(,(L,) with respect 
to k: 
Zij(t) = rnin . Zij(L/.-). 
For i < j, the word w(Z) is called an (i, j)-lattice permutation if and only if the 
index ii,(L) is a non-negative integer. If the word o(L) is an (i, j)-lattice 
permutation for any i < j, the path 15 is called a lattice permutation. 
Let us state a rule given by Robinson [13], p. 46 for transforming non-(& i + l)- 
lattice permutation paths in (A( [pi]. . . [pm] onto (A( [pi]. . . [pi + l][pi+l - 
l] . . . [pm]. We call it Robinson’s recomposition rule with respect to (i, i + 1). It 
is composed of two parts as follows: 
(1) If the index Zi,i+l(L) for L in (Al [pi]. . . [pm] is a negative integer, the 
letter i + 1 in the first position k for which Zi,i+,(L) =Zi,;+,(Lk) is changed 
into i. 
(2) Let the path L be in (Al [yl] . . . [pi + l][y,+, - l] . . . [pm]. If the index 
Zi,(+,(L) is a nonpositive integer, the letter i next to the last position k for which 
zi,i+l(t) = zi,i+l(tk) is changed into i + 1. Otherwise, the letter i in the lead 
position is changed into i + 1. 
Proposition 1. Robinson’s recomposition rules (1) and (2) preserve the property of 
nonintersection. 
Let the set of all nonintersecting paths which are lattice permutations in 
(A( [pl] . . . [pm] be denoted by (AI [pi, . . . , pm]. We give a reduction formula 
which transforms nonlattice permutation paths into lattice permutation paths. 
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Proposition 2. Let L be a nonintersecting path in (AI [pl, . . . , pm_l][p,] with 
negative index Z,,,_,,,(L) = -k < 0. 
Then, Robinson’s recomposition rule (1) gives a unique path in (AI [p, + 
al, . . . , Pm-1 + G-11 Pm -k]forsome~juiZ,i=l,...,m-landI~)=k. 
Conversely, for any path t in (A( [cl, + al, . . . , ,u,,,+~ + a~,,_~, pm - k] with 
~;EZ+, i=l,..., m - 1 and [a( = k, Robinson’s recomposition rule (2) gives a 
unique path L in (AI [p,, . . . , pm-J[,um] with negative index Z,,_,,,(L) = -k < 0. 
As a result, we have the following operator identity: 
[Pl, * . . , A-11bml = 2 c [PI + aylt . . . ) A-I + cu,-I, PL, - kl. (1) 
k=Ok=lcxl 
4. Main result 
Using the identity (1) repeatedly, we obtain the following result. 
Theorem. In the path correspondence of Proposition 2, we have the following 
operator identities : 
m-l 
[cl,, . . . > &zI = kz” (-l)k i,<,..;<,l [cLl>.. . > vi, + 1, . . . > 
Remark. Since there is a l-l correspondence between the Schur functions and 
the arrangement of stones, by applying the identity (3) to the state (01 of the 
empty Young tableau, we have the well known Jacobi-Trudy identity. 
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